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A guide to learning Latin
American Spanish covers
grammar, verb conjugation and
pronunciation and includes a
mini-dictionary for mastering
vocabulary, as well as a
companion CD-ROM with reallife dialogue. Original.

Library Online Resources
Mango Languages

Learn one of over five dozen
languages, including over a
dozen ESL courses, using reallife situations and conversations with Mango. This
program is self-paced and helps you to learn by first
listening to, and then repeating, words and phrases.

Little Pim

A language-learning resource
for kids and babies that uses
videos and other tools to help
them learn a new language in
a way they can enjoy and
understand.
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Add thousands of words to your
vocabulary and build your
Spanish language confidence!

Online Resources
Duolingo

Spanish c
con
onvversation
by Jean Yates

Nervous that you're not ready to
strike up a conversation with a
native Spanish speaker? This book
helps you overcome that obstacle
and before you know it, you'll be
speaking comfortably in your new
native language.
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by Pimsleur Language Programs

We believe that anyone can learn a language with
Duolingo. Our free, bite-size lessons feel more like a game
than a textbook, and that's by design: Learning is easier
when you're having fun.
But Duolingo isn't just a game. It's based on a
methodology proven to foster long-term retention, and a
curriculum aligned to an international standard. Let's
explore how language learning happens with Duolingo!

The Spanish Experiment
Learning to speak Spanish? Check out our free Spanish
lessons and our children's stories in Spanish (Good for
adults too!) We've also got reviews of Spanish courses if
you're ready to get serious. Enjoy!

